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11 Introduction
As has been the trend for quite a few years now, the significance of the Internet is still
steadily growing, whether in the personal, occupational or even national context. More
and more data is being saved to cloud services, personal information is being made
available over social media networks and all of that data is being collected, analysed
and unified with other bits of information by numerous different operators for their own
purposes. The most common use for a person's personal information has to do with
more customized advertising, and it is a very common occurrence nowadays. Google
shows customized advertisements based on your search, several sites have advertise-
ments based on how you landed on the site, even video games display customized
advertisements to you as a part of their scenic backgrounds. Based on this we know
there is a market for the information of what content you as an internet user search for.
At the same time as we are wilfully publishing more and more personal information
about ourselves in several different social media platforms, concerns about privacy is-
sues are being brought up more regularly. A typical internet service which requires
registration and offers users the opportunity to buy goods online is required to have
some information about its customers. This blob of information includes but is usually
not limited to real name, living address, email address and telephone number. Addition-
ally the user is most often given the option to save their credit card information to the
service, in order to speed up the checkout process within the service by removing the
need to input lengthy serial numbers. Considering a service like Sony's Playstation Net -
work (PSN), servicing millions of users daily, it should come as no surprise that it is a
high priority target for a malicious attacker and successful hacks into a service like the
Sony PSN can have huge repercussions [Wil11]. 
So we know that an internet user's personal information is something that different
agents, malicious or otherwise, want to get their hands on. Additionally we know that a
lot of advertising platforms and companies utilize data on what content internet users
search for. What is not as often brought up is the fact that even the information of who
you are talking with is perceived as valuable information for some. For example, the
2National Security Agency (NSA) in America has collected this so-called “metadata” for
years after the terrorist attacks of 9/11, until very recently when that right expired and
was not renewed [Mac15]. Encryption allows two communicating parties to be reason-
ably assured that the contents of their communication stay private, but the problem is
that the parties themselves are still easily discernible. It is fairly easy to see why this
would be a problem, examples include a reporter talking to a source wishing for an -
onymity on a volatile subject that might garner the notice of intelligence agencies, such
as the Snowden case, or a network of political activists against the current political ideo-
logy in a conservative and censorship-prone nation like China. The examples are
extreme and deal with certain types of people, but there are also scenarios that concern
the general population as well, such as a married man or woman who talks to a lawyer
about divorce. Basically any dialogue with someone where one or both parties want to
keep the dialogue itself a secret is in jeopardy via this collection of metadata, or more
accurately, traffic analysis. The parties may of course try to circumvent this by utilizing
a link to the internet which is not directly linkable to him or herself, like using a com -
puter in an internet café. However, it may not always be feasible to search for such an
internet connection and obviously it negatively impacts the ease of use of the internet as
a communication medium [PfW86].  It should also be noted, that it is theoretically pos-
sible for a malicious operator to hold control over all the components needed for
communication, including the internet service providers, routers and autonomous sys-
tems on the path of the messages, even make himself seem like the intended target of
your messages. In these cases it is virtually impossible to have a technical implementa -
tion that would protect the user from losing information to parties he didn't intend the
information for [PfW86].
In time, several different technologies have emerged that all try to somehow hide the
participants of any given message exchange. Together they are called anonymous over -
lay networks, overlay network meaning that they are networks build over the traditional
IP network, but utilizing their own routing protocols. Some of these anonymous overlay
networks include GNUnet, Freenet and the popular Tor network. Each of them have dif-
ferent motivations and views on what is the most important aspect of anonymisation for
their users. GNUnet and Freenet are mainly anonymous networks used for anonymous
sharing of data and files, while the Tor network utilizes onion routing, a way of emphas-
izing anonymisation of communicating parties. 
3 
1.1 IP network routing
In the internet, two machines communicate with each other by sending each other a
number of datagrams or packets. In theory one packet sent by a web server to a client
computer could contain one web page the client's web server would then render as a
page for the user, but nowadays the size of one complete message is regularly far
greater than what one packet can contain. Therefore for the delivery of one complete
web page, for example, several packets have to be sent between the machines [KuR08]. 
The maximum size of a packet is not a constant, but can vary depending on the physical
quality of the wires. This is important to note, because through this we come to under -
stand that because the whole physical network for the internet actually consists of
separate links of physical wires between two routers, the maximum supported packet
size could theoretically vary between every two router [KuR08, Com13].
Earlier we briefly mentioned routers and links. Routers are physical machines equipped
with the capability to receive a packet and determine where to send it next. A router is
typically connected to at least two different networks, A and B, so we say that it has a
link to network B. We call this connection to network B a link because it is thus implied
that there may be more routers on the way from our router to this target network
[KuR08]. The router can receive a packet belonging to a bigger message from one ma -
chine on network A and determine if the packet needs to be forwarded to network B or
back to network A. This determination is done via a routing table, a logical construct
which has instructions about where to forward the packet based on the destination IP ad-
dress in the packet headers [KuR08].
1.2 Traffic analysis and measurement
The act of traffic analysis actually governs a wide array of methods and tools. In the
widest sense of the term, it means the measurement, categorization and analysis of
transmission of packets, their timing, contents, frequency and destinations. The aim is to
gather relevant information regarding e.g. possible problems within the network – like
congestion – and performance evaluation for services and points of improvement, as
4well as for accounting purposes [Wil01, KWH05].
The methods for this analysis vary greatly and they incorporate both software and hard-
ware approaches. The hardware approach to traffic analysis usually requires that a
special-purpose hardware tool is installed within the network somewhere close to a net -
work hub, multiple routers under heavy load. These hardware solutions are often quite
reliable and accurate but often very expensive. By contrast, software solutions usually
tend to be cheaper, but might not provide as clear of a perspective by comparison. Soft-
ware solutions might be either modified network drivers with packet-capture ability on
several different workstations, or it might be some traffic classification algorithms run-
ning on the server-side [Wil01, KWH05].
1.3 Overlay networks
In the most general sense, an overlay network is a group of devices forming a connec-
tion between each other utilizing some other protocol or logic than what is provided by
the underlying network infrastructure. Most usually the underlying network infrastruc-
ture is the normal IP network, but in some cases it might also be another overlay
network. Whatever the case, the nodes or devices in the overlay network are connected
through a logical or virtual link. What is notable is that the logical link is not concerned
with the distance of the nodes through the underlying network infrastructure [JGJ00].
Therefore, overlay networks are distributed networks in nature, no single authoritative
server is in charge of keeping the network topology in memory and knowing how to
route messages, but rather they are self-organizing [LCP05]. Curiously, it should be
noted, that the IP network itself started as an overlay network for the telecommunication
network, the logical link there being the IP address itself. 
The motivation for building an overlay network is to strive for a better quality of service
(QoS) in an internet service. Traditionally overlay networks have been constructed to
provide some form of efficient multicasting – a way of sending one message to multiple
recipients – or to provide effective content distribution [JGJ00, LCP05]. Nowadays
these overlay networks have been built in multitudes, mostly building on top of some of
the most known and effective overlay network schemes, like Chord or Pastry [LCP05].  
51.4 Anonymous overlay networks
Anonymous overlay networks or anonymous networks are a specialized sub-category of
overlay networks, with focus on masking and obfuscating as much information about its
users as possible. Encrypting messages is possible and encouraged even with commu-
nication over the traditional IP network, therefore anonymous overlay networks focus
on protecting sender and recipient anonymity as well as their separation, meaning that
the sender of a message cannot be linked to a recipient of a message [PfW86]. 
Over time, several different types of anonymous overlay networks have risen. Most not -
able types are file-sharing overlay networks like Freenet, and anonymous web browsing
and communication overlays like the Tor network. 
It is prudent to note, that even though this master's thesis focuses on the effect of an-
onymous overlay networks on traffic analysis and classification methods and their
ability to protect user privacy, user privacy is not completely guaranteed by successfully
masking communication partners or the used applications, which is what traffic analysis
and classification aims to achieve. It is enough for a malicious agents to successfully set
out any user from a crowd for future tracking. This act is called fingerprinting and an
example how this might be achieved is by following a user's mouse scrolling patterns
[Nor16]. Another approach is requesting HTTP headers to specify browser plugins and
their versions, which might be enough to single any user out. So even though an-
onymisation of traffic is an important aspect of user privacy, it is important to keep in
mind that the whole problem domain of user privacy protection is far larger.
1.5 Structure and research question of this thesis
In order for us to properly understand the motivation for these anonymous overlay net -
works, we need to take a closer look at the motivation for building these networks. In
this master's thesis we will familiarize ourselves with the workings of routing in tradi -
tional IP networks, how it enables traffic analysis, what is traffic analysis and what are
the potential implications for personal information security, and how three different an -
onymous networks handle these threats.  
6In the chapter IP network routing, we will start with the most common knowledge, the
way traffic is routed in a normal IP network. We will cover areas related to path selec-
tion for messages, like how routing tables are constructed, how delivery semantics
affect path selection, and what are autonomous systems and how does having to traverse
through multiple autonomous systems affect path selection choices. Different routing
protocols are also discussed, and the importance of different routing metrics in regards
to the choice of your routing protocol is brought up.
In chapter three, we will involve ourselves with the act of traffic analysis. Different
modes of analysis will be introduced and the possible repercussions on privacy will be
discussed.
After we've learnt why we would want to hide our communication from traffic analysis,
we will then take a look at different tools that enable us to do so. Chapter four, “Overlay
networks”, will familiarize us with the concept of an overlay network and what it means
to have a network built on top of the IP network. The concept of overlay networks will
then be expanded with the concept of anonymous overlay networks, overlay networks
with the single focus of masking their traffic within the underlying IP network. Three
different such anonymous overlay networks will be presented, the GNUnet, Freenet and
the Tor network. For each overlay network we will discuss how they accomplish their
anonymisation and compare it to what we already know about different means of traffic
analysis.
In chapter five we will present results of running a Tor relay node as a case study for
this master’s thesis. After running a relay node for a few months, we will take a look at
how much traffic has been routed through it, in how many routing groups has it been a
part of and from where in the world has it received data. This is interesting as a valida-
tion for the popularity of the Tor network, and it will also imply something about the
current needs for such traffic anonymisation around the globe.
Finally, in the Discussion section we will pull together what we've learned and present
final thoughts about the effects of analysing internet traffic in bulk, and how overlay
